Motivation: Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is important work, but bottlenecks arise in the massive MSA of homologous DNA or genome sequences. Most of the available state-of-the-art software tools cannot address large-scale datasets, or they run rather slowly. The similarity of homologous DNA sequences is often ignored. Lack of parallelization is still a challenge for MSA research. Results: We developed two software tools to address the DNA MSA problem. The first employed trie trees to accelerate the centre star MSA strategy. The expected time complexity was decreased to linear time from square time. To address large-scale data, parallelism was applied using the hadoop platform. Experiments demonstrated the performance of our proposed methods, including their running time, sum-of-pairs scores and scalability. Moreover, we supplied two massive DNA/ RNA MSA datasets for further testing and research. Availability and implementation: The codes, tools and data are accessible free of charge at
Introduction
DNA sequence alignment is considered the 'Holy Grail' problem in computational biology and is of vital importance for molecular function prediction. The widely used databases PFAM (Robert et al., 2010) and RFAM (Gardner et al., 2011) are constructed based on multiple sequence alignment (MSA). Molecular function prediction sometimes depends on evolutionary information (Liu et al., 2014) . MSA is also required for evolutionary tree reconstruction. Most of the available phylogenetic tree construction software tools require previously aligned sequences as input. When addressing the evolutionary analysis of bacterial and viral genomes, large-scale similar DNA sequences often prevent these MSA tools from functioning (Wang et al., 2013) . The evolution of viruses is rapid, and massive viral DNA sequences often appear in phylogenetic reconstructions. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the scalable capacity of MSA tools when analyzing influenza virus DNA (Chang et al., 2007) .
The appearance of increasing amounts of DNA and genome data benefits from the improvement of DNA sequencing technology. With the development of the 1000 Genome (Siva, 2008) and HapMap (Manolio and Francis, 2009 ) Projects, it makes sense to align massive DNA sequences, whose size and length are both scalable.
Most of the recent studies on sequence alignment have focused on mapping and de novo assembly. The MSA technique has not undergone any relevant improvements in recent years (Julie et al., 2011; Robert et al., 2006) . The available state-of-the-art MSA software tools address DNA and protein sequences equivalently and ignore the high similarity of DNA sequences. However, we emphasize that the alignment of DNA and protein sequences is not synonymous. The key problem in protein MSA is aligning functional regions. The BLOSUM 62 and PAM250 matrices are referenced for measuring performance. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is often employed for detecting shared functional regions (Liu et al., 2009 (Liu et al., , 2010 . In contrast, the core problem in DNA MSA is to match substrings that are as long as possible. Therefore, tree memory structure is always exploited to obtain quick matches (Li et al., 2013; Nilesh and Lucian, 2015) .
Several MSA software tools have been developed. In order with data handling size, these tools are T-Coffee (small), CLUSTAL (medium), MUSCLE (medium), MAFFT (medium-large) and Kalign (large), as suggesting by EMBL-EBI (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/ msa/). T-Coffee is a consistency-based MSA tool that attempts to mitigate the pitfalls of progressive alignment methods (Paolo et al., 2011) . It only works on protein sequences with a small size. CLUSTAL is a popular MSA tool that employs tree-based progressive alignments (Larkin et al., 2007) . It is a multiplatform program that works on both Windows and Linux systems and can address both protein and DNA sequences. The friendly graphic user interface display makes CLUSTAL a popular tool. MUSCLE is well known for its accurate alignment of proteins (Edgar, 2004) . MAFFT uses Fast Fourier Transforms, which can run medium-large alignments (Kazutaka and Daron, 2013) . To address massive sequences, PASTA divides the set of sequences into several subsets and employs MAFFT for aligning every subset in parallel and has been shown to achieve performance for thousands of RNA sequences (Mirarab et al., 2014) . Kalign is a fast MSA tool that concentrates on local regions (Lassmann and Erik, 2005) . It is suitable for large alignments. However, our testing suggests that none of these tools can address massive DNA sequences, and they run rather slowly if the count of sequences is greater than 100.
A trie tree is an efficient data structure for storing multiple sequences, and it facilitates the acceleration of searching multiple sequences from a long string (Wang et al., 2010) . Therefore, it is helpful for detecting common regions and reducing the time required for alignment. Indeed, various tree-based string storage structures are widely used in DNA searching and mapping, such as BLAT (Kent, 2002) and Hobbes (Ahmadi et al., 2012) . However, the storage and acceleration from smart data structure remains a gap in MSA research.
Parallel computing has developed rapidly for scalable data in recent years and has appeared in many bioinformatics applications (Joshua et al., 2014; Mrozek et al., 2014; Zou et al., 2014) . However, few parallel software tools have been designed for MSA. Therefore, we developed a parallel MSA software tool based on the hadoop platform for scalable DNA/RNA sequences.
Methods

Centre star strategy
The centre star and progressive tree methods are two basic strategies for MSA. The centre star method runs faster, and it is therefore suitable for the MSA of similar DNA sequences (Zou et al., 2012) . The main approach underlying the centre star method is to transform MSA into pairwise alignment based on a 'centre sequence'. This centre sequence is selected, and other sequences are pairwise aligned to the centre sequence. Then, all of the inserted spaces are summed to obtain the final MSA result.
The majority of the running time in pairwise sequence alignment is due to the dynamic programming employed. If the input is similar DNA sequences, long common substrings can be rapidly extracted from the pairwise sequences. Therefore, we only need to align the remaining short regions. The extraction of common substrings can be quickly implemented based on a trie tree data structure, which will greatly reduce the dynamic programming running time for similar DNA sequences.
A trie tree can improve the efficiency of the MSA algorithm. However, it cannot solve the 'big data' problem, due to the fact that the trie trees are always stored in the memory. If the input data increase, the size of trie trees will also markedly increase. Therefore, parallelization is the only fundamental solution for massive data.
The selection of a centre sequence and pairwise alignment consumes most of the running time. We observed that pairwise alignment can be implemented in parallel, and the selection of the centre sequence would cause little difference in performance for the MSA of similar DNA sequences. Therefore, we suggest that parallel hadoop programming can reduce running time and solve the scalable sequences problem for MSA.
Acceleration with trie trees for similar sequences
The key strategy underlying our method is to detect common substrings before pairwise alignment. The detection process involves linear running time and could decrease the required square running time in dynamic programming. When we find common substrings for pairwise DNA sequences, it only remains to align the remaining regions for pairwise alignment.
The centre star strategy involves three steps: centre star sequence selection, pairwise alignment and subtotalling the inserted spaces.
In the centre star sequence selection step, every sequence is partitioned into several disjoint segments. The segments from every DNA sequence are collected and used to construct a trie tree. The trie tree is similar to a dictionary storing the segments and contains certain indexes. If we want to search for any appearance of any segment in a long sequence, we simply search the long sequence in the trie tree with linear running time, instead of searching each segment individually. Therefore, this process will decrease the amount of time consumed.
When the trie tree is constructed, we search all of the segments in every input DNA sequence. The sequence that contains the most segments will be chosen as the centre star sequence, meaning that it is the sequence that is most similar to all of the others.
After the centre star sequence is chosen, the centre star sequence is pairwise aligned to the other sequences. The matched segments from the trie trees are recorded, and the regions with matched segments need not be aligned. We simply align the remaining regions, as shown in Figure 1 . Then, all of the inserted spaces are summed to obtain the final MSA result, which is the same as the original centre star strategy. The flow is shown in Figure 2 . There are two points of improvement. First, we partition the DNA sequences and employ a trie tree to accelerate searching, and the centre star sequence can therefore be selected rapidly. Second, matching segments are omitted in the pairwise alignment step, which can reduce the dynamic programming running time.
If there are n DNA sequences with an average length of m, the time complexity for a building trie tree for one sequence is O(m) (Lines 2-3 in Algorithm 1). Searching the n sequences in the trie tree incurs a time cost of O(nm) (Lines 4-6 in Algorithm 1). Therefore, it will require a time of O(n 2 m) to find the centre star sequence (Lines 1-9 in Algorithm 1), while the original centre star method will require a time of O(n 2 m 2 ). As m >> n, the improved centre star method with trie trees will require less running time.
When the centre star sequence is selected, it still requires pairwise sequence alignment n À 1 times. The greatest amount of time consumed is O(nm 2 ) (Lines 10-12 in Algorithm 1). Because the matching regions need not be aligned, as shown in Figure 1 , the expected time complexity is far less than the worst time complexity observed for highly similar DNA sequences.
Summing the inserted spaces will incur a time cost of O(nm) (Lines 13-19 in Algorithm 1). Therefore, the worst time complexity for Algorithm 1 is O(n 2 m) þ O(nm 2 ). As m >> n, we can consider the worst time complexity to be O(nm 2 ), which is less than the original centre star algorithm O(n 2 m 2 ). If the input DNA sequences are highly similar, the expected running time can be O(n 2 m). It is known that nm is the total length of the input sequences. Therefore, if n << m, the expected time complexity can be viewed as linear.
Searching a trie tree in linear time
A trie tree is constructed for storing the multiple sequences as an indexed dictionary, which can aid in searching multiple sequences at the same time, rather than individually.
A trie tree contains one root. Every edge is labelled with a nucleotide. Each two edges inherited from the same node cannot be labelled with same nucleotide. Every pattern from the root to the leaf only stands for a sequence, which will be searched. Hence, if we construct a trie tree for k DNA sequences, there will be k leafs.
Failure links can help accelerate the search in linear time. When searching a long sequence in the trie tree, the long sequence will be checked from the root downward. If it reaches a leaf, it means that the stored sequence appears in the long sequence. However, if it is interrupted in the mid nodes, it is undesirable to trace backward for the next search. We only need to check whether a suffix of the interrupted reading frame in the long sequence can match a prefix in the stored sequences.
Thus, we constructed a failure link for every node in the trie tree. For node v in a trie tree, we denote L(v) as the string labelled from the root to v. We denote lp(v) as the longest suffix of L(v); at the same time, lp(v) is a prefix of a stored sequence in this trie tree. Then, the failure link of v will connect to the node representing the prefix lp(v). Figure 3 shows an example of a trie tree and failure link for four DNA sequences.
Parallelization with hadoop
Although the trie tree based algorithm runs fast, it cannot deal with the big data, which is the key problem for MSA. Here we try to employ MapReduce parallel frame for solving this problem. Entries in Map Reduce are recorded with a (key, value) format. We denoted the key as the sequence name and value as the DNA sequence. Prior . Partition S i , and S m Ã according A im* , align the mismatched regions and obtain the pairwise alignment; record all of the positions of inserted spaces in P im* and P m*i . 12. end For 13. For i from 1 to n, i = m* 14. sum P m*i to P m* 15. end For 16. obtain the final result, S' m* , according to P m* 17. For i from 1 to n, i = m* 18. compare P m*i with P m , and update P im* , then obtain the final result, S' i 19. end For to parallel computing, we pre-process the input sequences and delete illegal characters and unusual sequences. Except for 'AGCTU', the rest characters are viewed as illegal ones. Unusual sequences are a few sequences which are nonhomologous with others. If they are kept, there would be lots of spaces in the alignment result. It would hurt and influence the biology meaning of the alignment. Then, all of the input sequences are formatted as (key, value) pairs for hadoop. Because they are similar sequences, the first sequence is selected as the centre sequence.
In the first stage of the Map function, the data file is automatically divided into several split files, whose size is 64 MB or less. These split files are sent to different Datanodes and aligned to the centre sequence in parallel. After alignment, the centre sequence and the sequence in the split file are updated with inserted spaces. They are still recorded with a (key, value) format, where the key is the sequence name and the value is the two updated aligned sequences.
The flow of the map function is shown in Figure 4 and Algorithm 2. Then, the output (key, value) pairs reach the Reduce stage.
In the first stage of the Reduce function, the data are not processed and are output to the HDFS file system directly. Then, the data are collected from the HDFS file system on a local computer, and the aligned centre sequences are extracted and collected. For the n aligned centre sequences, we count the maximum spaces between every two neighbouring characters. The maximum spaces are retained for the Final Centre Sequence.
The second Map-Reduce phase is similar to the first stage. All of the aligned sequences from the first stage are aligned again to the Final Centre Sequence. Because the Final Centre Sequence has the maximum number of spaces between every character, there will be no space inserted into the Final Centre Sequence. Therefore, all of the other sequences will be aligned to the same length as the Final Centre Sequence, which will be the final alignment result. The input and output of the map function in the second stage are shown as Figure 5 . Indeed, the original centre star method records the positions of the inserted spaces for the Final Centre Sequence, instead of the second alignment. However, when massive data are dealt with, the distributed storage of the records is a problem. Because they are similar DNA sequences, the k-band alignment is linear time consuming. Therefore, the second Map-Reduce for the alignment is employed. Figure 6 shows the entire flow of the Hadoop MSA strategy.
Results
Data and measurements
Most of MSA studies employ Balibase (Thompson et al., 2005) as the golden benchmark. However, this database is relatively small and is suited only for protein alignment. Because there is no benchmark dataset for addressing the large-scale DNA MSA problem, we employ human mitochondrial genomes (mt genomes) and 16s rRNA. Aligning human mitochondrial genomes is necessary for detecting mtSNP sites, which are associated with Alzheimer's Disease, Parkinson's Disease, and Type 2 Diabetes (Tanaka et al., 2004) . The sequence of 16s rRNA is conserved. Therefore, MSAs of 16s rRNA are widely used to infer phylogenetic relationships and to distinguish species in microbial environmental genome analyses (DeSantis et al., 2006; Hao et al., 2011) .
In the human mitochondrial genome dataset, there are a total of 672 human mitochondrial genomes, for which the maximum length is 16 579 bp, and the minimum length is 16 556 bp. This is a highly similar dataset. With the aim of testing the performance of our program in relation to large-scale data, we duplicated the mt genomes 20 times, 50 times and 100 times. To address DNA/RNA sequences with low similarity, we also tested our program on two 16s rRNA datasets. The first contained 108 453 16s rRNA sequences with an average length of 1442.8 bp. The longest was 1599 bp, while the shortest was 807 bp. The second dataset included 1 011 621 16s rRNA sequences with an average length of 1388.5 bp. The longest was 1629 bp, and the shortest was 807 bp. The first file was 156 MB, while the second was 1.4 GB. Detailed information about the experimental DNA dataset is shown in Table 1 .
The main purpose of our work is to accelerate MSA and improve the capacity to handle massive data. Therefore, we focused on the running time for massive data. Moreover, the sum-of-pairs value (Zou et al., 2008) was chosen for measuring the alignment performance. The sum-of-pairs (SP) value is the sum of every pairwise alignment score from the MSA. In the pairwise alignment, if two nucleotides from the same column are different, one is added to, while if a space is inserted, two is added to the score; otherwise if the two nucleotides are the same, the score is kept constant. Thus, the SP value would be a positive integer, and the lower the SP value, the better the performance. However, the SP value is not suited for massive MSA because the score may be very large and exceed the computer's limitations if the sequence is too large. In our work, we employ the average SP value instead of SP. The average SP is the SP divided by the number of sequences, n. The average SP can also describe alignment performance.
Comparison with state-of-the-art tools
Most of the available state-of-the-art MSA software tools cannot address large-scale data. Therefore, we only performed comparisons with MAFFT, KAlign and PASTA. The experiments were implemented based on clusters, in which the node had 64 GB of memory, a 3.6 GHz 4 core CPU and a 64 bit Ubuntu Operation System. KAlign and MAFFT were run on single node without any parallel operation for fairness, and the Hadoop version of HAlign was also tested on only one node. Table 2 shows the time consumed for the human mitochondrial genome dataset. From Table 2 , we can see that MAFFT, PASTA and KAlign cannot address large files of greater than 1 GB. However, HAlign (Hadoop version) requires less than half an hour. Furthermore, as the nodes grow, it will save more running time, as shown in Figure 7 and analyzed in 3.3. Table 3 shows the comparison of the average SP values. Because the human mitochondrial genome dataset is highly similar, the performance of the different types of software makes little difference. Only KAlign produced poor results. It was found that KAlign inserted many spaces before the aligned sequences, which might be a bug within KAlign. We can also conclude that the Hadoop version of HAlign works well on the duplicated files. The average SP score did not increase for the duplication, which demonstrated the robustness of our software. Because the human mitochondrial genomes are highly similar, HAlign saves time in k-band dynamic programming. We also tested performance for datasets with low similarity. The 16s rRNA datasets are massive less similar. Original work (DeSantis et al., 2006) demonstrated the best alignment with artificial assistance. We deleted all of the spaces from the original data and performed MSA again using HAlign (Hadoop version) and MAFFT.
KAlign cannot be used for files larger than 100 MB. Thus, we compared the observed running time with MAFFT. MAFFT also cannot be used for large files greater than 1 GB, and it ran for nearly 60 h for the 153 MB file. In contrast, HAlign ran for less than 1 hour, as shown in Table 4 . The alignment performance based on SP scores is shown in Table 5 .
From Table 5 , we can observe that HAlign produced better alignment results than MAFFT. The average SP score for the HAlign results was far lower than that obtained using MAFFT (15660 vs. 26793) . HAlign compares favourably with the best alignment results (15660 vs. 12889). The best alignment is downloaded from the original web site, which is done with manual work. Even for the very large dataset ($1.4 GB) with less similarity, HAlign still functioned moderately. Therefore, we confirm the robustness of HAlign, whether using scalable data or a tiny dataset, with high-or low-similarity sequences.
The Hadoop version of HAlign, on only one node, can outperform the trie tree version regarding the running time for small datasets because the Hadoop platform can employ all cores in a CPU. However, the trie tree version is only a single-threaded tool. Nevertheless, the results of the trie tree version are not meaningless, as this version works well for small datasets. More generally, it does not require the Hadoop platform, and it is therefore much more user-friendly for junior users.
Speedup of hadoop software
To test the scalability and speedup of the Hadoop version of HAlign, we tested the 1Â, 20Â, 50Â and 100Â human mt genome datasets with 1-4 nodes in clusters. When the dataset was fixed and the cluster size was varied, it can be seen from Figure 7 that the running time showed little difference for the 1Â dataset ($10 MB), whereas it differed markedly for the 100Â dataset (>1 GB) because that data transfer among the clusters also consumes time. Therefore, if the dataset is small and the running time is only a few minutes, the Hadoop cluster cannot show its speedup ability. When the dataset is large and scalable and the running time is several minutes or longer, the parallel mechanism exhibits its force. The inclusion of more nodes in the cluster can save the running time through parallel scheduling of Hadoop.
Moreover, we can observe the scalable data processing ability by fixing the cluster nodes and varying the size of the dataset. Other software tools cannot address a dataset of more than 1 GB, while the Hadoop version of HAlign not only calculated the 100Â dataset, but also required less than twice the time compared with the 50Â dataset.
Conclusion
MSA is an important and fundamental tool in bioinformatics, especially for phylogenetic tree reconstruction. There are complex interrelationships between MSA and phylogenetic tree reconstruction, involving mutual promotion and restraint. Phylogenetic tree reconstruction algorithms always require MSA results as input data, while MSA algorithms sometimes require phylogenetic trees as guidelines. For massive unaligned DNA sequences, several MSA free phylogenetic tree reconstruction algorithms have been proposed (Cheng et al., 2013; Leimeister et al., 2014; Sims et al., 2009) . The core strategy of these algorithms is to calculate string distance based on the longest common substrings or word frequency, instead of sequence alignment. This strategy is similar to our trie tree-based algorithm. This method would be better suited for DNA sequences than protein sequences.
In this work, we developed two MSA tools based on the centre star strategy. The first tool employed trie trees to accelerate the MSA of highly similar DNA sequences. It runs fast but cannot deal with the big data. The second was designed to deal with scalable data. It works in parallel with Hadoop, which is an open platform for parallel programming that has developed rapidly in recent years. Experiments using files >1 GB demonstrated the ability of HAlign.
From the experiments, we can conclude that HAlign outperforms the available state-of-the-art MSA software tools regarding its ability to handle large-scale DNA/RNA datasets, and it is suited for massive highly similar DNA sequences. It also runs faster for sequences of low similarity because it is a software tool that runs in parallel. Here, we simply employed dynamic programming for basic alignment. RNA structure information and a protein substitution matrix were not considered because they are time consuming. Taking such data into consideration will be future work to be performed for HAlign.
